Why Specific Plant Nutrition
Is Critical To Growing
Healthier Plants

Agronomy Tips By Don Clark
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WHY SPECIFIC PLANT NUTRITION IS CRITICAL
TO GROWING HEALTHIER PLANTS

Requirements for plant growth and development:
Did you ever wonder why certain nutrients are so critical in growing healthier plants? This
whitepaper is a brief overview of why Fertilizer is essential to plant growth and development.
Improved soil fertility through the application of fertilizer nutrients is an essential factor in enabling
our farmers to feed the billions of people that are being added to the world’s population.
Non-Mineral Nutrients are hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon are found in the air and water. In a process
called photosynthesis. In photosynthesis, plants use energy from the sun to change carbon dioxide
(carbon and oxygen) and water into starches and sugars. These starches and sugars are the plant’s
food.
Plants get carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen from the air and water; however the mineral nutrients,
which come from soil, are absorbed through the plant’s roots. They are absorbed in smaller amounts
through the plants leaves. There are not enough of these soil nutrients for a plant to produce like we
need it to year after year. This is why it is critical that growers must apply fertilizer to add the
valuable nutrients to the soil for proper growth and development.
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THE ROLES OF ESSENTIAL NUTRIENTS FOR PLANT GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
Nutrients are grouped into three categories: Primary and Secondary (Macronutrients), and
Micronutrients. Mineral nutrients are divided into two groups: Macronutrients and Micronutrients.

THE PRIMARY NUTRIENTS
Primary (macro) nutrients can be broken into two more groups: Primary and Secondary nutrients.
The primary nutrients are Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium. These are required in the largest
amounts in a crop fertilization program.
Ø POTASSIUM
· Carbohydrate metabolism and the break down and translocation of starches
· Increases photosynthesis
· Increases water-use efficiency
· Essential to protein synthesis
· Important in fruit formation
· Activates enzymes and controls their reaction rates
· Improves quality of seeds and fruit
· Improves winter hardiness
· Increases disease resistance
Ø PHOSPHORUS

· Involved in photosynthesis, respiration, energy storage and transfer, cell division, and
enlargement
· Promotes early root formation and growth
· Improves quality of fruits, vegetables, and grains
· Vital to seed formation
· Helps plants survive harsh winter conditions
· Increases water-use efficiency
· Hastens maturity
Ø NITROGEN

· Necessary for formation of amino acids, the building blocks of protein
· Essential for plant cell division, vital for plant growth
· Directly involved in photosynthesis
· Necessary component of vitamins
· Aids in production and use of carbohydrates
· Affects energy reactions in the plan
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SECONDARY NUTRIENTS
The secondary (macro) nutrients are Calcium, Sulphur and Magnesium. For most crops, these
three are needed in lesser amounts that the primary nutrients.
Ø CALCIUM
· Utilized for Continuous cell division and formation
· Involved in nitrogen metabolism
· Reduces plant respiration
· Aids translocation of photosynthesis from leaves to fruiting organs
· Increases fruit set
· Essential for nut development in peanuts
· Stimulates microbial activity
Ø SULPHUR
· Integral part of amino acids
· Helps develop enzymes and vitamins
· Promotes nodule formation on legumes
· Aids in seed production
· Necessary in chlorophyll formation (though it isn’t one of the constituents)

Ø MAGNESIUM
· Key element of chlorophyll production
· Improves utilization and mobility of phosphorus
· Activator and component of many plant enzymes
· Directly related to grass tetany
· Increases iron utilization in plants
· Influences earliness and uniformity of maturity
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MICRONUTRIENTS
The micronutrients are Boron, Chlorine, Copper, Iron, Manganese, Molybdenum, and Zinc..
These plant food elements are used in very small amounts, but they are just as important to
plant development and profitable crop production as the major nutrients. They primarily act
as activators of many plant functions.
Ø BORON

· Essential in germination of pollen grains and growth of pollen tubes
· Essential for seed and cell wall formation
· Promotes maturity
· Necessary for sugar translocation
· Affects nitrogen and carbohydrate
Ø CHLORINE

· Not much information about its functions
· Interferes with P uptake
· Enhances maturity of small grains on some soils
Ø COPPER

· Catalyzes several plant processes
· Major function in photosynthesis
· Major function in reproductive stages
· Indirect role in chlorophyll production
· Increases sugar content
· Intensifies color
· Improves flavor of fruits and vegetables
Ø IRON
· Promotes formation of chlorophyll

· Acts as an oxygen carrier
· Reactions involving cell division and growth

Ø MAGANESE

· Functions as a part of certain enzyme systems
· Aids in chlorophyll synthesis
· Increases the availability of P and CA
Ø MOLYBDENUM
· Required to form the enzyme "nitrate reductase" which reduces nitrates to ammonium in plant
· Aids in the formation of legume nodules
· Needed to convert inorganic phosphates to organic forms in the plant
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MICRONUTRIENTS (cont.)
Ø ZINC

· Aids plant growth hormones and enzyme system
· Necessary for chlorophyll production
· Necessary for carbohydrate formation
· Necessary for starch formation
· Aids in seed formation

There are other important factors in plant growth and development. For example:
the soil type or quality.
The Soil may be a combination of sand, silt, clay and organic matter. The soil texture affects how well
nutrients and water are retained in the soil. For example, clay and organic soils hold nutrients and
water better than sandy soils. In our sandy coastal plains soils we may need to provide nutrients in
larger amounts than farmers working fields that have soils that contain a higher percentage of clay
and/or organic matter. Soil PH is an important issue in plant growth as macronutrients tend to be
less available in soils with low pH and micronutrients tend to be less available in soils with high pH.
Lime can be added to the soil to make it less acid and also raises the pH to the desired range of 6.0 to
6.5. In this range, nutrients are more available to plants and microbial populations in the soil
increase. Microbes’ covert nitrogen and sulfur to forms that plants can use. Lime also enhances the
physical properties of the soil that promote water and air movement.
Every plant requires the nutrient mentioned above in different amounts. Whether you are producing
a food or fiber crop or an ornamental crop or maintaining turf. You must determine your plants needs
and then supply those required nutrients with quality fertilizer materials that your crop can utilize in
the right proportions. We at Big Bend Agri-Services would like to help you meet the requirements for
your plants, which will enable you to maximize both yield and quality. We also understand that in
order for our dealers to prosper their growers must produce profitable yields and quality. We are
here to help them produce the highest economical yields that will allow our growers to continue to
be the most productive in the world.
Future articles submitted to this blog will be more crop or plant specific. I welcome any suggestions
for subject matter or issues you would like to see covered in this blog. I hope this information is
helpful in your work. Please contact me at: dclark@bigbendinc.com, if I can assist you or your
growers.
Sincerely,
Don Clark, Agronomist - Big Bend Agri-Services, Inc.
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